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Abstract
As an emerging species of artificial intelligence, deep
generative learning models can generate an
unprecedented variety of new outputs. Examples
include the creation of music, text-to-image
translation, or the imputation of missing data. Similar
to other AI models that already evoke significant
changes in society and economy, there is a need for
structuring the constructive functional capabilities of
DGL. To derive and discuss them, we conducted an
extensive and structured literature review. Our results
reveal a substantial scope of six constructive
functional capabilities demonstrating that DGL is not
exclusively used to generate unseen outputs. Our
paper further guides companies in capturing and
evaluating DGL’s potential for innovation. Besides,
our paper fosters an understanding of DGL and
provides a conceptual basis for further research.

1. Introduction
VanRullen and Reddy [64] developed a deep
learning algorithm that can translate a brain activity
signal capturing the stimulus of looking at a human
face image into a reliable estimation of that picture. To
take this “mind-reading” [64, p. 7] experiment one
step further, they asked their probands only to imagine
certain faces and reconstructed pictures of these faces
with 84.2% correct image decoding [64]. As another
example, Grisoni et al. [26] trained a neural network
on known anticancer peptides to create novel amino
acid sequences. By testing their activity against cancer
cells, half of the generated peptides revealed as being
effective without affecting human blood cells [26].
Both examples deploy deep generative learning
(DGL) models, a currently emerging type of deep
learning models [41]. Especially Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) [25] and Variational
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Autoencoders (VAE) [39, 54] are recent and viable
approaches to implementing DGL [33]. Generally,
DGL models’ capability to capture complex, nonlinear patterns of the input data enables the generation
of previously unseen but plausible data [41, 50]. Thus,
DGL models can create an unprecedented variety of
new outputs [41]. For example, DGL models can
already change the posture of humans within images
[4], translate text into images [76], or create music [63]
and might soon create visual, text, and audio data that
is tough to distinguish from real-world data [51].
However, research on DGL has so far
predominantly focused on technical improvements
despite its growing awareness. While Artificial
Intelligence (AI), in general, raises high expectations
for product and process improvements [53] as well as
the innovation of business models [6], the variety of
technological breakthroughs in DGL leaves
companies with a vague and elusive understanding of
DGL’s potential for innovation. Although existing
research about AI in general already conceptualizes
AI’s functions [e.g., 31, 52] and its business impacts
[e.g., 7, 32, 52], it does not yet bridge the gap between
current technological breakthroughs in DGL and their
constructive functional capabilities that foster
innovation.
In
particular,
the
constructive
characteristic of DGL raises new and yet unanswered
questions. Leaving this gap open may result in
inefficiently allocated investments or missing valuable
opportunities. However, to allow organizations to
utilize AI effectively, an in-depth understanding of the
specific underlying technology is vital [53]. Hence, to
break ground for creating business value using DGL,
our paper aims at fostering the general understanding
of DGL within the IS domain. To this end, we strive
to answer the following research question:
What are DGL’s constructive functional
capabilities and how do they support innovation?
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To address this question, we conducted an
extensive and structured literature review. With our
paper, we bridge the gap between DGL’s technical
characteristics and its potential for innovation.
Thereby, we understand innovation as the “multi-stage
process whereby organizations transform ideas into
new/improved products, service or processes, in order
to advance, compete and differentiate themselves
successfully in their marketplace” [3, p. 1334]. We
contribute to the academic discourse by identifying
and describing six constructive functional capabilities
as well as discussing DGL’s potentials for innovation.

2. Deep Generative Learning
Rai et al. [52] refer to AI as machines performing
cognitive functions that are typically associated with
humans. Currently, the dominant procedure to
implement AI relies on machine learning, a technique
that enables machines to improve by learning from
experience and data [24]. As a type of machine
learning, deep learning models [24] represent artificial
neural networks consisting of several deep, hidden
layers [34]. As such, deep learning models can explore
complex, non-linear patterns within data [34].
Based on deep learning, early endeavors of
implementing DGL models date back to 1992 [33] and
have recently gained traction by the rise of cost
function-based models such as VAEs [39] or GANs
[25] and energy-based models such as Deep Belief
Networks (DBN) [30, 50]. These models significantly
contribute to achieving AI’s final objective of adding
“intelligence into machine[s]” [70, p. 1]. Thus,
researchers view the rise of DGL models as an
important milestone in the field of AI [70].
Despite this trend, discriminative models have
been preferred to generative ones in recent times.
Generative models learn the joint distribution 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)
of the input 𝑥 and the label 𝑦. To predict 𝑦, they can
calculate 𝑝(𝑦|𝑥) using the Bayes rule. In contrast,
discriminative models directly calculate 𝑝(𝑦|𝑥) [1]
and do not have to solve the more general problem of
modeling the distribution of input features 𝑥. Thus,
discriminative models tend to be more accurate and
less computationally-intensive [46]. But by combining
probabilistic generative models with deep learning
architectures [39, 54], DGL models can achieve high
efficiency [50]. Specifically, DGL models are
generative neural networks consisting of a recurrent
neural network (RNN) and a generative subsystem
[15]. Consequently, DGL can implicitly as well as
explicitly [50] capture the inner probabilistic
distribution of data over several variables [24] even for
complex, high-dimensional, imperfect, or noisy data
[69]. Therefore, DGL models are able to sample

unseen data efficiently [54] even in the case of
minimal amounts of labels [18] or entirely
unsupervised. We understand such generation of data
as the key ability of DGL models and consider it as
DGL’s “constructive” characteristic. As mentioned
above, we understand DGL algorithms as a class of
algorithms combining RNNs with a generative
subsystem. Given this, we focus on DGL’s
constructive functional capabilities within our paper.

3. Research Method
We conducted a structured literature review as an
established method in IS research to identify,
synthesize, and analyze the, in most cases, technical
papers from an application perspective [e.g., 65, 68].
After an initial literature search to become familiar
with the established concepts and terms, we developed
the following search string: “deep generative model”
OR “deep generative learning” OR “generative deep
learning” OR “constructive machine learning” OR
“generative neural networks“ OR „generative machine
learning“. When developing the search string, we
deliberately addressed the different terms used in the
literature. We applied the search string on title,
abstract, and keywords at five established databases to
identify journal or conference articles. In this search,
we received a total of 217 papers without duplicates
(AIS eLibrary: 4; EBSCOhost: 13; Web of Science:
218; IEEE Xplore Digital Library: 122; ScienceDirect:
11). After screening titles, abstracts, and, if necessary,
full texts, we deemed 181 papers as relevant for our
study. We included English full papers that develop a
DGL model and apply it to solve at least some kind of
real-world problem. We excluded papers that only
discuss technical improvements without focusing on a
real-world problem since they do not allow us to
bridge the gap between technological opportunity and
the organizational impact. Based on the insights from
the literature sample, we conducted another manual
search to account for missing search results in the
domain of text-to-speech as well as music generation.
We opted for a manual search instead of a forward or
backward search, as this allowed us to complete our
already large literature body in a targeted manner.
Based on this manual search, we could enhance our
body of literature by another 14 papers. In total, we
identified 195 relevant papers for our analysis.
We followed a concept-centric approach and
iteratively developed and discussed a concept matrix
in our paper team to analyze the relevant papers. In
doing so, we mapped all 195 relevant papers to
concepts (i.e., constructive functional capabilities).
We further recorded processed data types. We
accepted a constructive functional capability as a
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concept as long as we could assign more than two
papers from our sample. Due to the submission’s page
restriction, we cannot insert a table covering all
articles and their assignments. Instead, we provide a
selection of papers and information on relative
proportions of our literature sample when introducing
a constructive functional capability.

percentages do not add up to 100%. To foster
readability throughout the upcoming sections, we only
name the model’s bases (e.g., VAE or GAN) and do
not specify any of their special types or specific
deformations.

4. Deep Generative Learning’s
Constructive Functional Capabilities

Our extensive literature review reveals that DGL
models can autonomously create data that is similar to
known instances. Within our total sample, 43% of the
papers belong to the respective constructive functional
capability. Creating processes audio, text, visual (i.e.,
images and videos), and domain-specific data.
Domain-specific data includes several data types that
depend on the particular application area such as
molecular graph, 3D, or gene expression data. Across
these formats, creating generates data that is new,
previously unseen, and generally interpretable for
humans (e.g., images or music).
In the vital domain of visual data, GANs can, for
instance, generate pictures of a specific type of plant
to increase the volume of annotated training data and
thereby improve other models’ classification accuracy
[23]. Further, Despraz and Gomez strongly activate
individual neurons or groups of neurons of a
convolutional neural network (CNN). They let a DGL
model illustrate the effects on the CNN’s internal
representations by producing respective output images
to foster model transparency and understanding [16].
Proceeding to audio data generation, DGL models
frequently generate music. Especially GANs fulfill
this task [e.g., 10, 27] due to their capability of creating
clear and realistic musical fragments. But music
generation is not limited to GANs as, for example, van
den Oord et al. [63] invented a versatile method called
WaveNet, to handle multiple audio generation tasks
such as music generation. Besides the prevalent

As a result of our structured literature review, we
propose six constructive functional capabilities of
DGL models, namely creating, transforming,
modifying, reconstructing, reducing dimensionality,
and predicting. Table 1 provides an overview of the
observed constructive functional capabilities and their
shares within the sample. We consider predicting as a
partly constructive functional capability since its main
output (i.e., labels or predictions) does not necessarily
require a constructive approach. We include it
nevertheless, as several papers constructively perform
predicting tasks by creating data using DGL models.
Besides, we observe papers using DGL models for a
clustering task as well as a pretraining task improving
a non-DGL model. Since both observations are only
covered by one paper, we do not include them in our
results. For every constructive functional capability,
we generalize its core capability and illustrate it by
means of specific applications provided within our
sample. Eventually, we elaborate on the constructive
functional capability’s rationale for deploying specific
DGL models. We excluded papers that do not fall into
any of the constructive functional capabilities
resulting in 155 papers as our total sample. We specify
the percentage of constructive functional capabilities
based on the total sample of 155 papers. Multiple
assignments of papers are possible, such that

4.1 Creating

Table 1. DGL’s constructive functional capabilities
Functional capability
Creating

Definition

Percentage
of sample

Create data that is similar to known data

43%

Generate data by transforming data into another data type

12%

Modify input data without changing its data type

17%

Reconstructing

Restore data quality by embedding to and decoding from a latent space

12%

Reducing
dimensionality

Provide basis for further processes by reducing dimensionality

14%

Learn a mapping from input to output [46]

8%

Transforming
Modifying

Predicting
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domains of visual data and music creation, an encoderattention-decoder model can, for instance, suggest
new and less expensive advertising keywords of high
quality [78]. Additionally, Shu et al. [60] make GANs
create realistic headlines that augment training data
sets to improve clickbait detection models. Further, we
find promising work on various domain-specific
applications of DGL models. For example, some
papers [e.g., 19, 35] investigate how DGL can improve
and even generate new, highly efficient metasurfaces.
Metasurfaces are micro-structured artificial surfaces
that affect the behaviors of electromagnetic waves
[35]. Further, Samanta et al. [56] implement a VAE
that creates novel, valid and diverse molecules aiming
to benefit patients therapeutically. As the last example,
GANs can support physicists by generating new
configurations of quantum fields that are in line with
physical observables [79].
Despite the variety of deployed models within
creating, all applications use DGL models due to their
ability to capture complex probability distributions
over multiple input variables. DGL models can draw
new samples of the learned data distribution [24].

4.2 Transforming
Like creating, transforming (12%) generates new
and previously unseen data. But in contrast,
transforming translates data from one data type into
another. The constructive functional capability
processes audio, text, visual, and domain-specific
data.
Within audio data, transforming converts written
text sequences to voices reading the text. We find
several papers conducting such text-to-speech
syntheses, which often deploy GANs [e.g., 37, 55]
due to their ability to generate high-fidelity speech
[72]. Besides text-to-speech and attributing to domainspecific data, GANs can infer voxel-based 3D models
from several 2D images of specific objects like chairs
or airplanes [20]. Further, visual data generation is,
amongst others, relevant to the medical area. As an
example, VAEs can translate an electrocardiography
signal into an activation map indicating the health of
specific heart regions [22]. Also, the above-mentioned
example of translating brain activity signals into
pictures of faces [64] belongs to transforming.
Transforming deploys predominantly VAEs and
GANs: VAEs can create meaningful latent
representations [e.g., 64] and GANs are able to
generate high quality, realistic data [e.g., 55].

4.3 Modifying
The constructive functional capability modifying
(17%) processes audio, text, visual, and domainspecific data. To clearly differentiate from creating,
we understand modifying as modifications of input
data without changing its data type.
For instance, the sound of a speaking or singing
voice can be changed using a VAE [61]. Within the
vital domain of visual data, DGL models can
anonymize faces by exchanging them with unseen
ones without losing the original facial expression [e.g.,
28, 45]. VAE and GAN models can manipulate human
poses and their outfits [4, 12], facial expressions [21,
43], their gaze [59], or their face age [75]. Further, Xu
et al. implemented a GAN-based model for domaintransfer that can translate face avatars into images of
human faces or even simple line drawings into colored
pictures [71]. An encoder-decoder network can edit
the color of voxel-based 3D objects like cars [73] or a
GAN can modify 3D models of buildings such that
these models satisfy multiple physical constraints [62].
Our sample indicates that modifying DGL models
predominantly deploy VAEs and GANs. Again, VAEs
benefit from their ability to construct a structured as
well as interpretable latent space and GANs are able to
generate high-quality data [4].

4.4 Reconstructing
The
constructive
functional
capability
reconstructing (12%) restores data quality by
embedding inputs to a latent representation and
subsequently reconstructing them. This allows for,
e.g., imputing missing parts of data, reducing noise, or
sharpening data. Reconstructing processes mainly
visual, but also audio and domain-specific data.
For instance, Deep Boltzmann Machines are able to
complete shapes of several objects from noisy
synthetic aperture radar pictures [17]. Further, a
mixture of CNN- and flow-based models can fuse two
pictures with different foci to obtain one picture with
a higher level of detail [66]. Further, GANs and
models combining properties of both GANs and VAEs
can infer randomly missing parts of images reliably.
This mainly includes human faces [e.g., 42, 77], but
also landscapes, buildings, or other scenes [47, 74].
Next to visual data, for instance, VAEs can infer
missing values within electronic health records of
patients to predict their in-hospital mortality [36] and
transform noisy speech (e.g., due to background
sounds) to clean speech [e.g., 2, 58].
Our sample indicates that reconstructing DGL
models also focus on VAEs and GANs. For one thing,
VAEs provide a principled way of inferring the latent
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representations of both training and observed data [2].
For another thing, GAN’s ability to generate pictures
that are both globally and locally semantically
consistent [77] as well as visually realistic [42] leads
to its deployment for many reconstructing tasks. Some
applications even deploy a mixture of both to benefit
from the upsides of the two models.
We also find some papers that only try to
reconstruct the initial input data as accurately as
possible. The rationale for such reconstructions lies in
validating the model’s performance [49]. However, as
such reconstructions generate at best data that is very
similar to the input [49], we do not consider them as a
part of reconstructing.

4.5 Reducing Dimensionality
The constructive functional capability reducing
dimensionality (14%) maps the distribution of input
data to a lower-dimensional feature space by
generating a meaningful latent representation. Since
this representation is the output of the DGL model and
serves as input for further processes without any
decoding, reducing dimensionality is clearly separated
from
reconstructing.
Further,
these
latent
representations are not interpretable for humans, such
that reducing dimensionality differentiates from
creating. The constructive functional capability
processes audio, text, visual, and domain-specific data
and reveals two different patterns.
First, reducing dimensionality is relevant to
approaches that combine DGL models with further,
more conventional machine learning algorithms.
Specifically, our sample shows that latent
representations computed by DGL models can serve
as a basis for subsequent non-DGL classification,
clustering, and quantification algorithms. As an
example of classification, Ko and Kim [40] map the
complex relationships within high-dimensional
industrial process data to latent features deploying a
VAE. Then, they analyze these latent features with a
k-nearest neighbors and a support vector machine
algorithm to detect process faults. Additionally, Chen
et al. [11] use an autoencoder to extract dense and lowdimensional features from text documents and, on that
basis, a spectral clustering [48] technique to measure
the similarity of these text documents.
Second, we find research that focuses on deploying
a DGL model to compress data volume such that the
information loss is minimized. Specifically, Gupta and
Kumar [29] reduce ultrasound images to their latent
representations using a VAE to transfer less data
volume to a cloud-system that reconstructs the images
without significant loss of resolution.

All models within reducing dimensionality
outperform more conventional baseline models as they
use DGL models’ ability to learn complex mappings
from input data to their compact but precise latent
representation [8]. Papers belonging to the
constructive
functional
capability
reducing
dimensionality predominantly implement VAEs, other
encoder-decoder networks, or DBNs.

4.6 Predicting
Following Murphy [46], we understand predicting
(8%) as learning “a mapping from inputs 𝑥 to outputs
𝑦” [46, p. 2]. In other words, predicting determines 𝑦
given 𝑥. Consequently, and in contrast to the previous
constructive functional capabilities, predicting
focuses on 𝑦, not on 𝑥. In general, the predicted label
𝑦 can be either real-valued (i.e., continuous) or
categorical. Accordingly, we find two separate ways
of predicting: Regression for continuous and
classifying for categorical labels [46]. In general,
classification and regression tasks can be performed
without generating data. However, we observe models
that predict by creating data for both regression and
classification. Thus, we only include those
constructive parts of predicting, making it a partly
constructive functional capability that processes
audio, visual, and domain-specific data.
We describe the pattern regression as “estimating
future events and conditions on a continuous scale”
[31, p. 9]. To achieve such constructive predictions
through regression, DGL models estimate future
events or conditions by creating data describing these
predicted states. Since predicting is their primary
objective, we do not allocate these papers to the
constructive functional capability creating. To
illustrate the pattern, a VAE is, for instance, capable
of generating images of activation maps indicating
future human brain topographies to predict aging and
neurodegeneration of the brain [14]. As another
example, Watter et al. [67] create images describing
dynamical systems like future movements of a robot
arm.
In contrast to regression, we interpret the pattern
classification as annotating data with known and
discrete labels. DGL models can constructively
perform such annotations by reconstructing data from
a latent space. As an example within visual data or
video classification, Kim et al. [38] implement a
model that can decide whether Virtual Reality (VR)
videos are likely to cause sickness while watching or
not. To do so, the authors train a GAN to reconstruct
VR videos that do not cause sickness. After training,
the GAN’s generator can reconstruct such videos
realistically. But, when reconstructing videos that are
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likely to cause sickness, the GAN fails to reconstruct
the videos accurately. Thus, for videos causing
sickness, the reconstructed version significantly
differs from the original and the GAN inherently
labels the VR video as causing nausea. We find similar
reconstructive classification approaches, e.g., for
detecting spoofing [13], cyberattacks [9], or
production anomalies in images of screw holes [44].
Further, we observe another way of constructively
classifying images in a paper by Xu et al. [69]. They
train a VAE to map images and several words that
describe their content in a joint distribution. After
training, the model can infer discrete labels for new
images that serve as a classification.
Both patterns reveal differences regarding their
mainly deployed models. Regression uses VAE’s
ability to efficiently learn low-dimensional
representations of complex data [14] and the fact that
these latent representations can be easily and robustly
controlled [67]. Besides, classification focuses on
GANs and VAEs, since both can effectively learn
features over several areas of the input, even for largescale datasets with a high amount of free parameters
[5]. Additionally, Bhat et al. [5] state that deploying
DGL models for classification tasks minimizes the
cost of feature modeling, since DGL models deeply
understand input data distributions and do, therefore,
not require separate statistical tests to extract the most
important features.

5. DGL’s Potential for Innovation
When revisiting DGL’s constructive functional
capabilities, we identify three major potentials for
innovation.
First, DGL may enable new or enhance existing
product or service features. Enhanced product or
service features can become a differentiating factor of
competitive importance. For example, enhanced textto-speech syntheses could take conversational agents
to the next level. Another example constitutes
software-based noise reduction to enhance picture
quality. Further, DGL can help humans to improve
their interaction with AI systems by adjusting human
inputs such that these systems can better understand
them [57]. While in some industries, improving a
product or service feature depended on years of
overcoming an engineering challenge, DGL can be a
differentiator based on software instead of hardware.
Thus, software-based capabilities could jeopardize
companies’ competitive edge through years of
experience in mastering engineering challenges. DGL
could further substantiate complementary valueadding offerings such as changing outfits in an online
fashion store. As an example, SUPERPERSONAL

(www.superpersonal.com) allows customers to watch
a video of themselves wearing clothes they can
choose. Further, DGL has the potential to complement
prediction results. For instance, DGL allows for
predicting integrated activation maps that reflect
predicted states. Besides, DGL could further break
innovation barriers by providing solutions to problems
that enable other ideas to work. For example, DGL can
automatically anonymize faces in video-streams and,
hence, contribute to solving the data protection issues
of innovative business models. For instance,
BrighterAI (www.brighter.ai) already offers face
anonymization services. Moreover, companies could
sell the creation of DGL models (e.g., music) or
provide services that enhance a user's creation (e.g.,
conversion of scribbles into pictures). Thereby, our
results demonstrate a wide variety of possible output
types. However, this potential also leads to a bunch of
new questions, ranging from economic considerations
such as the value of DGL-made creations to rather
philosophical considerations like the extent of DGL’s
creativity.
Second, DGL has the potential to augment or
automate processes within organizations. For instance,
autoRetouch (www.autoretouch.com), a startup
founded in early 2020, automates the workflow of
retouching fashion images using GANs. Besides, our
results include applications generating contextspecific headlines or creating 3D models from 2D
images. We also find several DGL applications that
disrupt the predominantly costly trial and error process
of molecular design by automatically suggesting
biologically effective molecular structures. These
examples indicate the potential to rethink the way
companies approach processes well beyond simple
process automation. Taking applications as an
example that convert simple scribbles or drawings into
complex colored pictures raises the question of who
the designer of a new product could be or to what
extent DGL mediates the ability of people expressing
their creativity. Accordingly, future research could, for
example, address and analyze the collaboration
between humans and DGL applications from a
capability perspective. Especially for constructive
tasks, it seems promising to analyze how DGL could
improve or complement human capabilities.
Third, we also observe an indirect way of DGLs
creating potential. Here the potential does not arise
directly through the application of DGL but through
the creation of the technological prerequisites. For
example, DGL demonstrated the potential to reduce
data size or dimensionality as a basis for other
algorithms. Also, DGL could enhance the
transparency of machine learning models. Besides,
DGL incorporates the potential to improve the
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performance of other machine learning models by
creating synthetic training data or removing data
quality issues. Also, the reconstruction of missing data
(e.g., missing parts of images) has great potential to
boost image recognition models’ performance. These
examples indicate that DGL’s potential does not
necessarily have to be direct; there are also indirect
potentials that one should not neglect when
considering DGL’s potential for innovation.
Nevertheless, it remains unclear so far whether this
potential can become a competitive factor.
However, along with these three superordinate
ways of generating innovation potential, many
application-, organization- and market-related
questions remain unanswered motivating future
research in this field. Exemplary questions include:
How can DGL’s constructive functional capabilities
disrupt business models? What are the pitfalls of data
generated by DGLs? How can you prevent the misuse
of DGL? Will DGL change innovation processes in
organizations? How do DGL-based innovations
transform the market of creative goods? Will tech
companies expand into new markets?
We further critically point out that DGL does not
only offer new functional capabilities. While we can
observe new possibilities for innovation when dealing
with functions such as creating, functions such as
predicting have already been frequently covered by
many other algorithms. However, even a functional
capability such as creating could be accomplished
with other AI algorithms. Consequently, DGL is not
the only approach for product, service, or process
innovation. Furthermore, a product’s technical
feasibility does not necessarily translate into its
beneficial exploitation.

6. Conclusion
In conclusion, our paper sheds light on the
emerging field of DGL models to better understand
their practical potential and, therefore, their
consequences for organizations. By conducting an
extensive structured literature review, we synthesized
DGL’s constructive functional capability from 195
papers to form a solid basis for a business-related
discourse. We find that the relatively narrow notion of
DGL as being able to create unseen but plausible data
[41] translates into a remarkable variety of
constructive functional capabilities. By discussing
DGL’s potential for innovation, we establish the link
between DGL’s technical characteristics and the
arising potential for innovation. Without closing this
gap, discussions about DGL’s organizational impact
would remain superficial and poorly comparable. We
contribute to the literature in two ways: First, we

identified and described six constructive functional
capabilities of DGL. By conceptualizing DGL’s
functional profile, our results guide both practice and
future research by providing a solid base to evaluate
and discuss DGL’s use in products, services, and
processes. Second, we provide an initial discussion on
DGL’s potential for innovation that underpins the
relevance of further research on DGL from an
innovation perspective. In this context, we
demonstrated that DGL is multifunctional and not
limited to creating some type of output, such as the
media-effective deepfakes.
Our study is not without limitations. First, the
identification of DGL’s constructive functional
capabilities solely relied on academic literature. In this
regard, it is possible that academic literature does not
yet cover all constructive functional capabilities of
DGL. However, in a research-driven field such as AI,
we are confident that the academic literature includes
DGL’s hitherto known constructive functional
capabilities. Moreover, it is in the inherent nature of
the subject that functional capabilities evolve over
time. Second, although conducting an extensive
literature search, there is a minor chance that our
search does not cover all relevant papers in an
emerging research field where concepts can develop
rapidly. However, our paper offers a good springboard
for further research. Third, we do not incorporate
empirical evidence from practice when analytically
discussing how DGL models translate into potential
for innovation. However, our current state of research
synthesis regarding DGL’s constructive functional
capabilities allows future research to assess the actual
potential for innovation in or across domains.
Notwithstanding the limitations, our conceptualization
is an essential step for research and practice to
complement the business perspective to DGL’s
technological breakthroughs.
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